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TMK TREE SHEAR
INTRODUCTION

TMK PRODUCT FAMILY
TMK Tree Shear got started from an own need, and it was developed to work efficiently even in the
most challenging work conditions. To make this possible, the product needed to be easy to use,
reliable and productive. Thorough designing and engineering resulted in a TMK Tree Shear which was
very efficient and easy to operate.
In the manufacturing process TMK trusts in high resistant Hardox steels, which endure hard wearing
and torsion. These top quality materials, Finnish craftmanship and meticulously tested structure
ensure that TMK products will perform even in the toughest environments. Based on these factors
we have produced a product family, which offers reliable and efficient tools from tractors to 30 ton
excavators, and miniloaders to harvesters. As the products are simple to use, they are good fit for
smaller scale clearences, and thanks to the top class productivity TMK products are also a trusted
choice for many of the professionals in the industry.
Base plates, which are sharpened to act as cutting blades, are manufactured from Hardox 500 -steel.
With this is ensured that the blade withstands wearing and torsions. Exceptionally brilliant structure
allows TMK to have thinner blades than competitors. This thinner blade sinks in to the trees easier
and v-shaped home base holds the trees firmly. The simple structure has proven to be extremely
strong and durable. This allows the operator to help themselves with the TMK products when moving
with the machines, without worrying that the product will get damaged. This way the productivity and
speed of the work grows, especially in tight and challenging spots. The brackets are welded onto bolt
attached plates, which makes it possible to change the brackets quickly. This enables the same shear
to be used with multiple different machines.
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TMK TREE SHEAR
COMPARISON CHART
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TMK 200
INTRODUCTION
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TMK 200
New kind of agility.
200mm

KG
165kg

2-8 tn
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TMK 200 ”Beaver” is the newest addition to the TMK product family. Beavers small size
and precisely designed structure makes the shear good fit to for example tractor cranes,
miniloaders and small excavators. This powerhouse, weighing only 165 kg, cuts 200 mm
tree comfortably. Thanks to its light weight and strong capsular structure TMK 200 fits
to wide range of works from ditch clearences to forest thinnings. Custom shaped blade
keeps the big trees close to the grapple, maximising the cutting force, and scirror-like
cutting motion cuts neatly also the smaller bushes and leaves a really clean cut. TMK
Beavers recommended hydraulic pressure is 160-250 Bars depending on the chosen
cylinder.

TMK 200
ATTACHMENTS

+30kg
COLLECTOR
Together in a bunch.

TMK 200 can be equipped with a collector, which increases the productivity of the shear significantly.
Collector works automatically with the shears open-close motion all the way to the point where the
bunch is dropped. When the shear is closed, the collector opens up to the other side of the trees, and
when the shear is opened again, the collector first grabs the trees firmly in its grip. This way the trees
stay all the time firmly in hand. Only when the bunch is dropped one electric line is needed to let the
bunch go from the grip. Collectors simple operation enables fast and comfortable working. Thanks to
its high productivity, the collector is TMKs most popular attachment worldwide.
NEW! Collector is now available also without electricity! Ask more from your local dealer, or directly
from TMK.

+55kg
LINKAGE
Trees stacked with style.

TMKs Linkage brings more speed and versatility to TMK Tree Shears use. Linkage was originally
designed to speed up the working with hydraulic extension beam, but now it enables the shear to be
used in machines that doesn’t have a feature to tilt the shear up and down. Now we can offer a solution
to use the shear with tractor cranes and harvesters. Linkage tilts 165 degrees, which ensures wide
movements and small enough cylinder keep the motion fast. Linkage is attached to the shear with
bolts, so it can be taken off quickly and used again on a different machine when needed.
NEW! In cooperation with Palfinger we made a linkage that is fits directly to all EPSOLUTION series
cranes! Ask more from your local dealer, or directly from TMK.
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TMK 200
ATTACHMENTS

CYLINDER OPTIONS
TMK 200 can be equipped with different cylinder options.

1. Normal main cylinder, recommended pressure 180-250 Bars.
2. Bigger main cylinder, recommended pressure 160-180 Bars.
3. TMK Turbo is patented telescopic cylinder, where the smaller cylinder works always first, keeping
the motion fast. When the smaller cylinder runs out of power, the bigger cylinder starts working
automatically. This way we get really fast motion without sacrificing the strength at all. TMK Turbos’
recommended pressure is 160-180 Bars. TMK Turbo and bigger main cylinder are excellent choices
when working with tilt rotators, when the reduced pressure doesn’t affect the maximum cutting
capability. TMK Turbo grows your work efficiency up to 15%!
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TMK 200
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TMK 300
INTRODUCTION

TMK 300
Authentic and original.
300mm

KG
295kg

5-20 tn
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TMK 300 is the beginning of the TMK product family. TMK 300 has the widest
attachment options of all TMK products, and that makes TMK 300 into one of the most
versatile shears on the market. TMK 300 fits well to small scale users, thanks to its
simple operating, and all the way to the professionals thanks to its high productivity.
Product familys matriarch weighs only 295 kg, which makes it possible to use it even on
a 5 ton excavator, but it also endures the stress from a 20 ton excavator. Thanks to the
capsular structure and efficient blade, 300mm tree can be cut neatly. Shear can be used
also in the bigger miniloaders and skid steers. Unlike the other models, TMK 300 can be
equipped also with a delimber option. Recommended hydraulic pressure for TMK 300 is
220-280 Bars, depending on the chosen cylinder.

TMK 300
ATTACHMENTS

+400kg
HYDRAULIC EXTENSION BEAM
Extra reach to work.

Hydraulic extension beam is a professionals choice. Attached to the quick hitch, the hydraulic
extension produces the much needed extra reach to the professionals, without sacrificing the
agility. Extension beam is about 2 meters long and extends another 1,6 meters. With hydraulic
extension beam it’s possible to get about 3,6 meters of extra reach, depending on the place
of the bracket. Using the extension is simple and going back to excavation jobs is fast and
easy. In the designing process of the beam we have kept in mind the needed features at forest
thinnings and clearences, and the machine fits to turn even in the tightest of places with the
extension on. The heel of the extension is strengthened and can be used to help the excavator
to move in challenging places.

COLLECTOR
Together in a bunch.

+60kg

TMK 300 can be equipped with a collector, which increases the
productivity of the shear significantly. Collector works automatically
with the shears open-close motion all the way to the point where the
bunch is dropped. When the shear is closed, the collector opens up
to the other side of the trees, and when the shear is opened again,
the collector first grabs the trees firmly in its grip. This way the trees
stay all the time firmly in hand. Only when the bunch is dropped one
electric line is needed to let the bunch go from the grip. Collectors
simple operation enables fast and comfortable working. Thanks to
its high productivity, the collector is TMKs most popular attachment
worldwide.
NEW! Collector is now available also without electricity! Ask more
from your local dealer, or directly from TMK.

DELIMBER
Last touch with delimbing.

Delimbing gives the last touch to the tree clearing as well as the
TMK 300 attachment package. TMK has the first easilly controllable
delimber on the market without expensive feeding systems.
Delimbing is smooth thanks to the diamond shaped delimber hole.
This shape gives the shear a little room to tilt before snapping the
tree with the blade. This way is ensured a fast and smooth motion,
when the delimbing is fast and more importantly easy. In the nordic
countries the delimber is really common attachment because of the
demand of stripped trees. Delimber is also possible to use without
electricity, and delimber is also easy to retrofit.

+60kg
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TMK 300
ATTACHMENTS
SOLID EXTENSION BEAM
When you need to go the extra meter!

TMK 300 can be equipped with solid extension beam. If it doesn’t
suit the job at hand the bolt attached plates enables the beam to be
taken off easily. Extension is a good fit especially with delimber, as it
makes the motion faster and smoother thanks to longer reach. Solid
extension was designed to work with tiltrotators to ensure that the
sensitive hoses doesn’t get damaged in the bushes, but kept in a safe
distance from the branches and minimize the damages.

+105kg

LINKAGE
Trees stacked with style.

TMKs Linkage brings more speed and versatility to TMK Tree Shears
use. Linkage was originally designed to speed up the working with
hydraulic extension beam, but now it enables the shear to be used in
machines that doesn’t have a feature to tilt the shear up and down.
Now we can offer a solution to use the shear with tractor cranes and
harvesters. Linkage tilts 165 degrees, which ensures wide movements
and small enough cylinder keep the motion fast. Linkage is attached
to the shear with bolts, so it can be taken off quickly and used again
on a different machine when needed.
NEW! In cooperation with Palfinger we made a linkage that is fits
directly to all EPSOLUTION series cranes! Ask more from your local
dealer, or directly from TMK.

+135kg

CYLINDER OPTIONS
TMK 300 can be equipped with different cylinder options.

1. Normal main cylinder, recommended pressure 280 Bars.
2. Bigger main cylinder, recommended pressure 220 Bars.
3. TMK Turbo is patented telescopic cylinder, where the smaller
cylinder works always first, keeping the motion fast. When the
smaller cylinder runs out of power, the bigger cylinder starts working
automatically. This way we get really fast motion without sacrificing
the strength at all. TMK Turbos’ recommended pressure is 220
Bars. TMK Turbo and bigger main cylinder are excellent choices
when working with tilt rotators, when the reduced pressure doesn’t
affect the maximum cutting capability. TMK Turbo grows your work
efficiency up to 15%!
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TMK 300
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TMK 400
INTRODUCTION
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TMK 400
Grow power & efficiency.
400mm

KG
535kg

10-30 tn
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TMK 400 ”Big Boy” is the largest and strongest one in TMK’s current product family.
TMK 400 was developed to cut down Central Europes big trees, and the power to this
produces the custom designed cylinders. Thanks to these cylinders we can cut up to
400mm trees. Big Boy fits to excavators from 10 ton to 30 tons. Shear opens respectively
1070mm, and thanks to its light weight it provides a great tool to cut down the smaller
brush as well as the big logs. The strong capsular structure in TMK 400 withstands
the tensions of cutting down the big trees and still the weight is being able to kept
under 550 kg! The recommended hydraulic pressure to TMK Big Boy is 200-300 Bars,
depending on the chosen cylinder.

TMK 400
ATTACHMENTS

+100kg
COLLECTOR
Together in a bunch.

TMK 400 can be equipped with a collector, which increases the productivity of the shear significantly.
Collector works automatically with the shears open-close motion all the way to the point where the
bunch is dropped. When the shear is closed, the collector opens up to the other side of the trees, and
when the shear is opened again, the collector first grabs the trees firmly in its grip. This way the trees
stay all the time firmly in hand. Only when the bunch is dropped one electric line is needed to let the
bunch go from the grip. Collectors simple operation enables fast and comfortable working. Thanks to
its high productivity, the collector is TMKs most popular attachment worldwide.
NEW! Collector is now available also without electricity! Ask more from your local dealer, or directly
from TMK.
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TMK 400
ATTACHMENTS

CYLINDER OPTIONS
TMK 400 can be equipped with different cylinder options.

1. Normal main cylinder, recommended pressure 280-300 Bars.
2. TMK Turbo is patented telescopic cylinder, where the smaller cylinder works always first, keeping
the motion fast. When the smaller cylinder runs out of power, the bigger cylinder starts working
automatically. This way we get really fast motion without sacrificing the strength at all. TMK Turbos’
recommended pressure is 200-220 Bars. TMK Turbo is excellent choices when working with tilt
rotators, when the reduced pressure doesn’t affect the maximum cutting capability. TMK Turbo grows
your work efficiency up to 15%!
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TMK 400
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TMK TREE SHEAR
ONLINE STORE

TMK TREE SHEAR
ONLINE STORE

C OM I NG S OON!

Find TMK Tree Shear online store at:
WWW.TMKTREESHEAR.COM/ONLINESTORE
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TMK TREE SHEAR
SOCIAL MEDIA

FIND OUR PRODUCTS
AND BRAND ALSO IN
SOCIAL MEDIA.
FACEBOOK.COM/
TMKTREESHEAR

YOUTUBE.COM/C/
TMKTREESHEAR
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TMK TREE SHEAR
DISTRIBUTION

TMK TREE SHEARS PRODUCTS
CAN BE FOUND FROM
20 COUNTRIES.
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COMPANY INTRODUCTION
The TMK Energiakoura Ltd is a company based in Hankasalmi Finland, which manufactures tree shears and their
attachments. The shears are designed to work for example in excavators, telehandlers and skid steers. Company is
founded in 2013 when one mans hobby started to turn into a professional business. The core group of TMK contains
CEO Tenho Koponen, Engineer Mika Koponen, Export and Marketing manager Tony Koponen and Export and marketing
coordinator Markus Särkkä. The products are designed and manufactured in Finland out of high quality materials. TMK
has solid export networks widely around Europe and Norh America, and new export networks are found and opened
frequently. TMK is one of the leading tree shear manufacturers in Finland, and companys goal is to grow into one of
the best known tree shear manufacturers around the world. Already for many years TMK has put effort to product
develompent and thanks to this TMK has been able to provide innovative solutions for the tree shear market. TMK is
determined to be one of the most innovative tree shear manufacturers also in the future.
“I am an earthmoving entrepeneur from central Finland. I also have a small farm with some forest. The forests weren’t
thinned often enough. When I finally had the time to go to the forest, there was always too much snow. Also my excavators
were just standing idle on the yard. I started to think to a solution to this situation.
Late in the fall of 2009 I starter to build a guillotine shear at my work shop. It needed to be simple, strong, efficient and
the structure needed to be so that the shear wouldn’t cause unnecessary damage to the trees that weren’t needed to cut
down. First prototype saw the light of the day, which lasted for half an hour beforing breaking apart. Back to work shop
and after few missteps a tree shear was created which was surprisingly efficient in the forest thinnings with an excavator.
After little while working with the shear I thought that maybe someone else needs this tool as well. I asked my father in law
Reijo with me to the forest. Already retired engineer came with a pen and paper and drew the first scteches of the shear.
My brother Mika is a designing engineer and he drew such drawings on a computer that the modern day factory could
read. So in the Spring of 2010 I drove with my shear and drawings to Multia, Finland. Multimek Oy agreed to manufacture
a test series of five shears. Homemade videos in Youtube got people interested in affordable and simple product. Few
upgrades have been made during the way, but the core of the shear is still original. Now we have manufactured over 650
shears and the positive feedback from the customers courages us to continue our efforts!”
In Hankasalmi, Finland 01.06.2017
Tenho Markus Koponen

TMK EXPORT CREW
CEO & President
Tenho Koponen
+358 400 593 441
tenho@tmktreeshear.com

Export & marketing director

Export & marketing coordinator

Tony Koponen
+358 40 5345 118
tony@tmktreeshear.com

Markus Särkkä
+358 50 560 3724
markus.sarkka@tmktreeshear.com

Find your local dealer from
WWW.TMKTREESHEAR .COM

